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ABSTRACT
In recent years, historical archaeologists have discovered a number o f seventeenth-century 
brick dwellings in Tidewater Virginia, including the home o f John Page, the main example in 
this thesis. The increasing number o f  these substantial and, sometimes, elaborate buildings 
appears unusual in view o f the prominence o f wooden post-in-ground structures during this 
time period. Although many o f these brick structures were built by wealthy, politically 
powerful people, social position alone does not explain why they were being constructed. In a 
world dominated by wooden post structures, what kind o f statement did these buildings make? 
What do they communicate about the people who built them and their society?
In order to assess the increase in domestic brick construction, all adequately-studied brick 
dwellings will be discussed. After 1660, a marked increase in brick dwellings occurred which 
correlated with social changes taking place in Virginia. This thesis will address two main 
points: (1) how the upper classes used brick architecture to their advantage, and (2) how it 
affected the lower orders and elites who resided in post structures.
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THE JOHN PAGE HOUSE SITE:
AN EXAMPLE OF THE INCREASE IN DOMESTIC BRICK 
ARCHITECTURE IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY TIDEWATER VIRGINIA
INTRODUCTION
The discovery o f John Page’s house in April o f 1995, and subsequent excavation o f its 
cellar, has not only revealed significant information about John Page and the overall history o f 
the property, but has also raised new questions about the role o f domestic brick architecture in 
seventeenth-century Virginia. One o f the area’s most important finds, the Page House is an 
extraordinary example o f English style architecture in Virginia. The unique and elaborate 
design o f this house stood in sharp contrast to the plain, unassuming wooden structures that 
lined the landscape.
Over the last fifteen years, historical archaeologists have discovered a number o f such 
buildings. This has called into question the supposed impermanent nature o f Virginia 
architecture during the seventeenth-century (Carson et. al 1981). Since only one surviving 
dwelling, Bacon’s Castle, can be accurately dated to the seventeenth-century, it has been 
assumed that everyone, with the exception o f a few wealthy people, lived in wooden post 
structures. While this may have been true for the first half of the century, it is not indicative o f 
the entire time period. In the second half o f the century, Virginia’s social structure and 
customs changed in a way that helped facilitate the construction o f more permanent brick 
houses. The number o f brick dwellings discovered, however, does not equal the number of
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post-in-ground structures that have been excavated, but their numbers are now sufficient to 
attempt an explanation as to why they were constructed in a supposed age o f impermanence.
Although the primary example in this thesis is the John Page House, ail adequately- 
studied seventeenth-century domestic structures with brick and/or stone foundations built 
outside o f Jamestown will be discussed. Although worthy o f further study, public buildings, 
churches and outbuildings constructed o f brick, are not examined.
To date, twenty-one brick dwellings, four o f which were probably built at the tum -of - 
the-century, comprise all the studied domestic brick buildings constructed during the 
seventeenth-century. Nine other possible brick structures exist that have not been fully 
examined. These structures were not included in this study. Instead, they will be described 
along with the other buildings in the appendices.
This thesis will address how Virginia’s ruling class used brick construction to their 
advantage and how it affected the lower orders. It will also examine why some prominent men 
chose to live in wooden post structures rather than brick as well as how this might have 
affected their and their offspring’s chances at social advancement. Since the increase in brick 
dwellings coincided with social changes which took place in seventeenth-century Virginia, a 
socially oriented approach combined with a symbolic interactionist’s approach will be used.
According to Georg Simmel, individuals are predisposed to unite with a group, while, 
at the same time, separating themselves from other groups (Simmel 1971). The basis for these 
ties is usually grounded not only in ethnicity but social standing. Customs, or as Simmel calls it, 
“fashions” project a sense o f belonging to a group while distinguishing its members from others 
(Simmel 1971:297). Thus was the case in seventeenth-century Virginia, when a second wave
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o f elites arrived after mid-century. Their desire for unity and separation from those beneath 
them, was reflected in just about all aspects o f their lives, including their architecture. This 
“fashion” had a symbolic meaning not only to the elite, but also to the rest o f society; a 
meaning that was transmitted visually through their architecture.
In his study o f Anglican parish churches in colonial Virginia, Dell Upton used a similar 
approach that incorporated the concepts o f “style” and “mode ” According to Upton, style is a 
unifying element that characterizes society as a whole, while mode reflects the divisions within 
a culture that set groups apart (Upton 1986:101-102). He argues that “a complex environment 
was created that used the framework o f style to assert a building’s universality, but then 
employed mode to articulate separations and distinctions among the people who used the 
building” (Upton 1986:102).
Herbert Blumer argues that interaction is a way to extract meaning and the factors 
involved in group social development. He believes that people act towards things based on the 
meaning that they hold for them. This meaning is derived through interaction with others in 
which meaning can be modified or changed through an interpretive process and then 
symbolically transmitted (Blumer 1969).
Important to this idea is controlling interactions. By creating barriers, a dominate 
group can limit interaction with other groups and maintain a sense o f autonomy. Erving 
Goffman, who sees individuals in society as continually-performing actors and actresses, 
addresses this idea o f controlling regions or “barriers to perception” (Goffrnan 1959:106). His 
notion o f “backstage,” or back regions, as a private area where a performer can relax and step 
out o f his or her interactive role is key for understanding the dynamics of group social
4
development. By controlling access to back regions, a dominate group can hide true or 
unfavorable impressions from other groups, creating a mystique that naturalizes their position 
in society (Goffrnan 1959).
Ideology, as defined by critical or Marxist theorists, is also important for understanding 
how dominant groups maintain their status. According to them, ideology “is the means by 
which inequality, bondage, frustration, etc., are made acceptable, rationalized, or hidden” 
(Leone, Potter, and Shackel 1987:284). In order for dominant groups to stay in control, they 
must make their rule seem unquestionable. By controlling interactions and using symbols, they 
can create a false or exaggerated impression o f themselves that is viewed by groups socially 
beneath as natural, unchangeable and authoritative.
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CHAPTER I
CHANGING LANDSCAPES:
THE INCREASE IN BRICK ARCHITECTURE
Virginia 1607-1650
When the English colonists arrived at Jamestown on May 13, 1607, they encountered a 
landscape profoundly different from the one left behind in England. In Virginia, they came 
across widely dispersed villages and vast forests altered by Native American subsistence 
practices. One o f these practices, slash and bum agriculture, not only cleared the land for crops 
but helped generate new plant growth which attracted animals and reduced the number o f pests 
(Sliver 1990). These forests were so free o f undergrowth that John Smith stated ". . .one may 
gallop a horse amongst these woods any way, but where creeks and rivers shall hinder" (Arber 
1910:162).
Despite changes made by Native Americans, the colonists were eager to make Virginia 
more like home. They began to clear the land and establish places to live. Temporary shelters 
were erected until more substantial housing could be arranged. In September o f 1607, John 
Smith noted, "As yet we had no houses to cover us, our Tents were rotten, and our Cabbins 
worse than nought" (Arber 1910:9). The desire for stable housing was obviously important 
considering six carpenters, two brick layers and a mason were among the original settlers
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(Billings 1975). But in the first half o f the century, few structures were made o f durable 
building materials like brick, even though they were apparently available, being one o f the items 
Virginia exported to Bermuda in the 1620s (Bruce 1895).
In England, building with brick increased in the fifteenth-century and was commonly 
used by the seventeenth-century. One o f the reasons for this increase was bricks resistance to 
fire. Throughout the seventeenth-century, a series o f acts were passed that encouraged people 
to build with non-combustible materials. The Great Fire o f London in 1666, which destroyed 
over 13,200 mostly wooden buildings, and the English Civil War, brought to light what people 
had known for years, that building stone or brick structures with ceramic or slate tiled roofs 
reduced the risk o f large scale fires. Thus, after the London Fire, most o f the burned wooden 
buildings were replaced with brick structures.
The lack o f timber and the expense o f stone also contributed to the increase in brick 
construction. With forests fairly depleted, wood was becoming scarce and expensive. Also 
expensive was quarrying stone. Heavy blocks had to be transported to a site which was more 
time consuming and costly than setting up an on-site kiln where clay, extracted directly from 
the ground, could be used to make bricks. Another advantage to brick construction was wages 
for bricklayers were lower than those o f stonemasons and the use o f coal, instead o f wood, to 
fuel kilns made it even more affordable.
Brick houses were considered more comfortable, healthy and durable than their 
wooden counterparts. Since brick is a poor conductor, homes made o f this material tended to 
be cooler in summer and warmer in winter, unlike many kinds o f stone houses. Equally 
important in an age where disease was widespread, brick buildings were considered more
7
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Figure 1. Typical Post Structure (Carson et. al 1981).
sanitary than wood. They would, in the words o f Roger North, “ ...keep folks warm and alive” 
(Barley 1986:182). The sturdiness and longevity o f these buildings also played an important 
role in their construction. A properly built brick home could last for centuries, even outlasting 
some stone structures (Brunskill and Clifton-Taylor 1977).
Despite these advantages, most colonists in Virginia throughout the seventeenth- 
century chose to build wooden post-in-ground or earthfast structures. This form o f housing
used wooden posts set directly into the ground without masonry, and was covered with 
unpainted riven clapboards. Referred to in documents o f the time as "Virginia Houses," these 
structures were usually one or one-and-a-half stories tall and contained two ground floor 
rooms as well as end chimneys (Carson 1974). The damp, pest-filled Virginia climate, 
however, was not conducive to these wooden structures. As a result, they had to be 
continually repaired. The popularity o f this older style can be explained by a couple o f factors. 
One o f these being John Rolfe's experiments with tobacco in 1612.
By the 1620s, tobacco became the sole profitable crop raised by Virginians. This cash 
crop ensured Virginia's survival as a colony because it supplied a useful resource to England 
that did not compete with its domestic enterprises. The disadvantages to growing this crop, 
however, were the amount o f fertile land and labor it took for it to be a profitable venture. The 
financial investment one had to make was enormous. Therefore, it made sense to place all o f 
one's capital into tobacco production rather than housing. A better house could always be built 
later, when it was economically feasible. Evidence of this mentality can be found at Site 
44PG92 at Flowerdew Hundred.
Site 44PG92 is a post-in-ground structure dating between 1650 and 1667 that 
contained an unusually wide builder's trench around the cellar. This 2’ 6” wide, stepped trench, 
located next to three o f the outside walls, was wider than most builder's trenches. It has been 
interpreted as evidence that the owner was planning to brick up the walls at a later date, 
possibly when he was more financially secure (Markell 1994).
The second factor which favored the construction o f post structures was disease and 
high mortality. Since about seventy percent o f the population would not live to be fifty years
9
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Figure 2. Plan o f Site 44PG92 (Markell 1994).
old, and because o f the high death rate among children, most people did not see the need to 
invest in a house that might not be enjoyed by themselves or their children for any length of 
time. As a result, instability was created in society which forced these early colonists to view 
their world in a different light. Instead o f living to an old age and having most o f one's children 
live to adulthood, early Virginians were uncertain as to their futures and, thus, were reluctant 
to build more substantial structures (Carson et al. 1981; Walsh 1979).
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Another reason for the lack o f more permanent structures in Virginia was the shortage 
o f towns. One o f the first attempts to start and sustain another town besides Jamestown was 
undertaken in 1611 by Lieutenant Governor Sir Thomas Dale. Forty miles upstream from 
Jamestown, he laid out the town o f Henrico, named after Prince Henry o f Wales. A wooden 
church and several storehouses were initially constructed within this seven acre area. Three 
streets o f frame houses with brick first stories, a forty room hospital, and a 100’x 50’ brick 
church were scheduled to be built. By the end o f four months, it was said to be more 
substantial than Jamestown. But within five years, the buildings had decayed beyond repair, 
and the brick church never rose above its foundation (Bruce 1895).
The dispersed nature o f tobacco plantations, and their location on or near navigable 
waterways, created a situation where these estates could function outside the confines o f a 
town. Ships were able to land and conduct business at most plantation wharves. This stifled 
attempts to restrict trading to in-town ports o f entry. Robert Beverly noted that the Virginians 
"... have not any one Place o f Cohabitation among them, that may reasonably bear the Name of 
a Town” (Wright 1947:57-58). The instability created by the lack o f communities was not 
corrected until the tobacco monoculture ceased and more people recognized the benefits o f 
town life.
Jamestown, which was the only town that lasted in seventeenth-century Virginia, 
encouraged brick construction at various times throughout its history. In order to convince 
people to build and reside in brick dwellings, several governors offered incentives and even 
passed acts to foster more permanent construction. Some o f these enticements appear to have 
succeeded. In 1638, twelve houses were being constructed on a half mile section o f the James
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River. One o f those structures was Secretary o f State Richard Kemp's dwelling which was 
credited as being the first brick house constructed at Jamestown. His house was said to be built 
"...of such solid and uniform construction that it was pronounced to be the finest house, public 
or private, as yet built in the colony" (Bruce II 1895:534). However, archaeological 
excavations o f this structure suggested that such praise may have been exaggerated. The 
foundation bricks were uneven in size and poorly fired, and the hearth was constructed with 
broken tiles and bricks. Kemp moved to the Rich Neck Plantation shortly after his Jamestown 
house was finished suggesting he never intended to live there but, instead, was trying to 
promote the town. This pattern was repeated throughout the century by elites who wanted 
Jamestown to prosper but who'smain interest lay in growing tobacco on their own plantations 
(Homing 1995).
Despite the aforementioned obstacles, there were colonists who built substantial homes 
in the first half o f the seventeenth-century. In 1624, Abraham Peirsey bought Flowerdew 
Hundred and within a couple o f years had constructed a 41' x 24' dwelling that featured an 8' x 
10' porch tower. What was unique about this structure was that it sat on a foundation o f silt 
stones that were probably imported from England. It appears to have stood two stories tall 
with a central brick chimney and a ceramic tile roof Another striking element was the 
presence o f three carved ornamental bricks that were plastered and mortared together. 
Recovered from a nearby posthole, these bricks most likely adorned Peirsey's house. Peirsey 
died in 1628, the second wealthiest man in the colony (Barka 1976; Deetz 1993).
Possibly as early as the late 1620s, Captain Samuel Mathews, who later married 
Peirsey's widow, constructed Mathews Manor on the Warwick River. Excavated under the
12
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direction o f Ivor Noel Hume between 1963 and 1965, this 51' x 21' brick and timber house 
contained a tile roof, central brick hearth, a 12’ square porch tower addition on the front and an 
18' x 16' addition on the back.1 A 1648 letter which described this plantation stated that "He 
hath a fine house, and all things answerable to it" (Morton 1960:145). Captain Mathews, who 
was assigned command o f a detachment sent out to counterattack the Indians after the 1622 
uprising, was a member o f the General Assembly and was later appointed to the Governors 
Council (Morton 1960).
Ongoing archaeological investigations at Curies Neck Plantation in Henrico County by 
Virginia Commonwealth University have uncovered another early brick structure. Originally 
patented as Digs Hundred in 1613, it later became Curies Plantation when Thomas Harris 
patented it in the 1630s. Harris, who was a militia commander and member o f the Legislative 
Assembly, built a brick home, possibly nogged, that contained a central hearth, brick-paved 
cellar, and a large bake oven constructed o f brick, granite, and cobbles (Mouer in press).
Shortly after 1643, Sir William Berkeley, who was governor o f Virginia from 1641 to 
1652 and again from 1660 to 1677, built an elaborate home called Green Springs just north o f 
Jamestown. This timber framed house sat on a brick and iron-sandstone foundation that 
measured 68' x 70'. It contained several brick-paved cellars and fireplaces, including a comer 
hearth. Plaster and pan tiles recovered during the 1955 excavations suggested that the interior 
was finished and the roof was tiled. The rooms were three deep and covered by parallel gable
1 Information about Mathews Manor is on file at Colonial Williamsburg's Department of Archaeological 
Research
14
Figure 5. Plan o f First M anor House at Green Springs (Carson 
1969).
roofs. According to an inventory, it contained "six rooms as many closets, a spacious hall and 
two passages, with garret rooms" (Caywood 1955:8).
The Rich Neck Plantation, which was built in the 1640s by Secretary o f State Richard 
Kemp, also featured brick construction. Kemp’s home measured 35' x 20' and contained a 
central hearth, giving it a lobby entrance. He also constructed a brick outbuilding, probably a 
kitchen and/or servants quarters. Both these buildings were later refurbished by his successor, 
Thomas Ludwell, in the 1660s (McFaden 1994).
15
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Figure 6. Plan o f  Richard Kemp’s House at Rich Neck Plantation (On file at Colonial 
Williamsburg’s Department o f Archaeological Research).
From the start, Virginia’s social structure and landscape became very different than 
England’s. Most o f the first group o f elites who came to Virginia did not last a single 
generation. By the 1630s, there was a void that was filled by men from beneath. Indentured 
servants, such as Adam Thoroughgood and Abraham Wood, who was indentured to Samuel 
Mathews, were able to succeed and eventually hold office. The idea o f political offices being 
open to all levels o f  society was a foreign idea to many Englishmen who believed that only 
those who commanded “Eminence or Nobillitye” should vie for office (Kingsbury ID 
1906:231).
The first generation o f elites generally viewed Virginia "not as a place o f Habitacion but 
onley o f a short sojouminge" where "a present Cropp, and .... hastie retoume" was the mindset 
(Kingsbury 1906 1:566, IV:572). Post-in-ground construction, which was becoming outdated
16
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in England, became popular in Virginia because it fit local needs. The abundance o f  wood, 
along with the monetary commitment o f tobacco production and generally short life spans, 
created a unique situation in which most o f  the colonists who stayed, did not have the funds, 
need or desire to build more substantial brick homes. They simply did not want to spend large 
amounts o f money on a structure that they or their descendants might not enjoy for any 
extended period, when it could be used instead, to invest in a major cash crop like tobacco. 
This attitude started to change, and by mid-century, Virginians were beginning to look upon 
their colony as a home instead o f a temporary outpost.
Virginia 1650-1700
After mid-century, Virginia began to take on a new appearance. With life expectancy 
and immigration increasing, Virginia’s population began to rise.2 Along with this rise came the 
increase in domestic brick architecture. After 1660, the number o f brick dwellings constructed 
rose noticeably. During the previous fifty-three years, only five brick houses are known to 
have been built, compared to the last forty years o f the century, when no fewer than sixteen 
were constructed. The construction o f brick churches also rose after 1660, with all brick ones 
being constructed in the last twenty years o f the century. This increase coincided with social 
changes taking place within the colony that began with the arrival of a new ruling elite.
In the year 1649 Charles I was executed during the English Civil War and a period of 
Parliamentary rule soon began. Those who remained loyal to the King fled England in the 
1650s "...as from a place infected with the plague" (Fischer 1989:213). Many came to
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Figure 8. Distribution o f Brick Dwellings and Churches Over Time.
Virginia, which was one o f the last remaining regions untouched by the Commonwealth. As a 
result, a majority o f Virginia's elite arrived between 1647 and 1660 and were promoted to high 
offices and granted estates. In order to attract more men from good families, Governor Sir 
William Berkeley published a bulletin in 1663 that stated:
"a small sum of money will enable a younger brother to erect a flourishing family in a new 
world; and add more strength, wealth and honor to his native country, than thousands did 
before..." (Berkeley 1663).
2Virginia’s population rose from an estimated 8,100 persons in 1640 to 25,600 in 1662. By the end of the 
century it is estimated that 62,800 persons were living in the colony (Morgan 1975:404).
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Berkeley, a younger son who was not in line to inherit the family estate in England, succeeded 
in convincing other younger sons o f elite families to come to Virginia. There, they could 
establish themselves and their family atop society.
Although arriving approximately thirteen years before Berkeley's bulletin was 
published, John Page was a younger son who fared well in this new land. His arrival, around 
1650, represented the beginning o f an influx of elites who were the founders o f the great 
eighteenth-century families.
When these English-born elites arrived in Virginia, they were interested in recreating 
English culture. In order to accomplish this, they began to impose a more familiar hierarchical 
order onto society. They believed that only “men o f Note & Estates” should be in authority 
(Bailyn 1959:106). As a result, few indentured servants rose above their station in life as Adam 
Thoroughgood and Abraham Wood did during the first half o f the century. Also important to 
this new social order was the introduction o f slavery. Starting in the 1660s, both Native 
American and African slaves were seen more frequently in the colony. Their fixed social 
position guaranteed that they, not the lower class English population, would constitute 
Virginia’s lowest social order (Morgan 1975).
In order to solidify their position at the top o f society as well as set themselves apart 
from the other colonists and create a sense of belonging to the upper class, Virginia’s ruling 
elite began to intermarry and pass on their prominent names to their offspring. They also 
started to pass laws that were designed to restrict the upward social mobility o f the lower 
orders and to deny them access to schooling or printed material.
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On both sides o f the Atlantic after 1650, elites frequently married each other. As early
as 1660, the results o f this were evident by all the council members being related to just five
families. These families were so interwoven that a recent immigrant in a letter stated:
"John Randolph, in speaking o f the disposition o f the Virginians, very freely cautioned us 
against disobliging or offending any person o f note in the Colony...; for says he, either by blood 
or marriage, we are almost all related, and so connected in our interests, that whoever o f a 
stranger presumes to offend any one o f us will infallibly find an enemy o f the whole" (Fischer 
1989:224).
So intent were they to wed someone from a prominent family, that marrying cousins was not 
looked upon as violating the laws o f kinship as it was in New England. Many, such as 
Elizabeth Page, who married her father’s cousin John Page II, "changed [their] condition but 
not [their] name." (Fischer 1989:284).
The use o f surnames as forenames when naming offspring, was a common practice 
among the elite. This not only reinforced family connections but it also created strong social 
bonds among the ruling families. Children o f prominent families, usually first bom males, were 
given their mother’s last name as their first name. For example, when Matthew Page and Mary 
Mann’s first son was bom, they named him Mann Page.
The laws enacted by this ruling class made it very difficult for servants and slaves to 
move up the social ladder. After 1660, as life expectancy rose, so too did the number of 
servants who became free. These ex-servants began to compete with their former masters by 
growing tobacco which drove the price down. In order to deal with this problem, laws were 
passed that were designed to keep indentured colonists in servitude longer. For example, if a 
servant ran away, the length o f his or her servitude was doubled. Time was also added for crop 
losses incurred during their absence. The killing of feral hogs, which offered easy food, was
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punishable by a fine o f 1,000 pounds o f tobacco or an extra year o f service. This fine was paid 
to both the informer and the master who were usually one in the same. Even when servants 
became free, good land was hard to find. It has been estimated that by 1660, 100,000 acres of 
land were held by only thirty people (Morgan 1975:219). The gentry, who created this 
artificial lack o f  land, controlled vast amounts o f it which they rented to newly freed servants. 
This enabled them to still profit from former servants through rents, taxes, and fees (Morgan 
1975).
In order to keep both Native American and African slaves, including those that had 
been freed, at the bottom, laws were enacted to prevent them from gaining any social mobility. 
After 1667, slaves could no longer gain freedom by becoming Christians, and a 1670 law 
banned ex-slaves who were baptized from owning any Christian servants, although they could 
buy “any o f their own nation” (Hening II 1823:281). In 1691, any English person who married 
a Native American, African, or mulatto could be banished from the colony (Hening III 
1823:86-87).
Even in sport, there was a division between upper and lower classes. Horse racing, for 
example, was reserved only for the gentry. The lower orders were allowed to watch, but they 
could not participate in or bet on the races. James Bullock, a tailor, found this out when he 
was fined “one hundred pounds o f tobacco and cask” for making a race for his mare (Billings 
1975:319-320).
The lack o f higher learning facilities or printed material also contributed to the cohesion 
o f the elite while keeping the masses in their proper station. The elite, who were educated in 
England, either sent their sons and daughters across the Atlantic to be educated or hired private
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tutors. The rest o f society had no other means o f education and thus were largely illiterate. As 
evidenced by Governor William Berkeley’s 1671 statement, the lack o f education for the lower 
orders was no accident.
“I thank God there are no free schools nor printing, and I hope we shall not have these [for a] 
hundred years; for learning has brought disobedience, and heresy, and sects into the world, and 
printing has divulged them, and libels against the best government. God keep us from both!” 
(Hening n  1823:517)
If the lower classes had access to education, they might become disobedient and think 
themselves worthy o f higher positions in society, which was what the gentry was trying to 
guard against.
Becoming a successful member o f Virginia’s ruling class during the second half o f the 
seventeenth-century required a multitude o f interconnected motives that not only reinforced 
social bonds among the elite, but also limited interactions with groups socially beneath them. 
The brick homes constructed by these men o f power, along with their laws and customs, 
helped them to accomplish this.
Aside from John Page’s 1662 house, which will be discussed in the next chapter, the 
best known o f these brick structures is Bacon's Castle in Surry County. Built in 1665 by fifty- 
seven year old Arthur Allen, it is the oldest standing brick house in Virginia. Its popular name 
came from the fact that in 1676, during Bacon’s Rebellion, it was seized and garrisoned by 
some o f Nathaniel Bacon's men. Bacon's Castle stands two-and-a-half stories tall and measures 
46’ IV2" x 25' 8". It contains a 10’ square porch and stair tower, giving it a cross plan. Its most 
noticeable features, aside from the towers, are its diagonally set chimney stacks and curvilinear 
Dutch gables (Andrews 1984).
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In the 1660s, the new 
Secretary o f State, Thomas Ludwell, 
remodeled his predecessor’s brick 
house at Rich Neck by adding two 
rooms to the rear and replacing the 
central hearth with matching end 
chimneys which he decorated with 
delft tiles that depicted sporting 
scenes. Later, a room under which 
existed a full plastered cellar, was 
added onto the northwest comer of 
the house (McFaden 1994). His 
house was said to have contained 
“six rooms, namely: hall, buttery, 
kitchen, chamber, inner room, and a 
small middle room” (Forman 
1948:26).
Probably sometime after his marriage to Frances Culpeper Stephens in 1670, Governor 
William Berkeley attached a new L-shaped brick house measuring 97’5” x 24’9”, to his first 
house. It contained multiple fireplaces and cellars along with plastered interior walls. Its most 
noticeable feature was a large forecourt and porch that attached to the second story (Caywood 
1955).
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Figure 9. Bacon’s Castle (Waterman and Barrows 
1932). ___________  ____________
Figure 10. Plan o f Thomas Ludwell’s House at Rich Neck Plantation (On file at Colonial 
Williamsburg’s Department o f  Archaeological Research).
In 1674, Governor’s Council Member Nathaniel Bacon Jr. built a 25’x 20’ brick 
dwelling at Curies Neck Plantation. Bacon’s house incorporated the hall from Thomas 
Harris’s 1630s house, which stood adjacent to his dwelling. Bacon’s “small, new, brick house” 
contained elaborate brick work, a tile roof, plastered interior and a frill brick lined basement 
paved with tiles that possibly contained a barrel vault or massive relieving arch (Mouer in 
press).
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Figure 11. Plan o f  Second M anor House at Green Springs Plantation (Carson 1969).
During the 1670s, Miles Cary n , who held multiple offices, constructed a cross plan 
house, similar to John Page’s house, in Warwick County called Richneck. It measured 36’x 
20’ with 10’ square porch and stair towers and contained a lull brick-paved basement. It may 
have stood one-and-a-half stories tall with two story towers (Hudgins 1976).
One o f  the most advanced buildings for its time was Arlington Plantation, located on 
the Eastern Shore in Northhampton County. Sometime in the 1670s, John Custis built a 54' x
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Figure 12. 1683 Land Plate Showing Green Springs Plantation (William Salt 
Library, Stratfford, England).
43' 6" brick dwelling that contained a central passage along with four ground floor rooms. It 
was said to have been “ .. .built o f brick abt the Year 1676 o f the Dimensions o f upwards o f 30 
foot [by] 60 three stories high besides garrets...with a handsome Garden and fine 
Orchard.. commonly called Arlington.. .” (Bedell and Lucketti 1988:22). One other house in 
Virginia, the Jones/Nicholson House, might have also contained a central passage. This type o f 
entryway, along with the four ground floor rooms, were features which were starting to be 
employed in England but would not become popular in the colonies until the second half o f the 
eighteenth century.
Fairfield, in Gloucester County, was built in 1692 by Governor’s Council Member 
Lewis Burwell II. Originally, it might have been a small hall and parlor design with both interior
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Figure 13. Plan o f  Miles Cary ITs House at Richneck Plantation (Hudgins 1976).
and exterior end chimneys. Later, it was expanded into a two-and-a-half story L-shaped design 
that measured 80’6” x 19’8” with a 26’4” x 21’2” wing on the northwest comer. An iron 
brace, with the date 1692 and the initials o f Lewis and Abigail Burwell, was said to have 
adorned the gable end. The chimney on the wing had triple-set diagonal stacks similar to 
B acon’s Castle. Four tiles which were framed by molded bricks were located on its base 
which, according to a note on an old photograph, was dated 1694 (National Register o f 
Historic Places n.d.).
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Figure 14. Plan o f  Arlington Plantation (Bedell and Lucketti 1988).
Figure 15. Conjectural Drawing o f Fairfield (Waterman and Barrows 1932).
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Fairfield has not been excavated, but a 4 ’ square test hole, excavated 150’ 
southeast from the house, uncovered a brick-lined cellar. Probing indicated the 
presence o f a brick foundation which measured roughly 30 ’x 20 ’, approxim ately the 
same size as the wing on the northwest com er o f the house. This seems to indicate the 
possibility that there were two detached, advance buildings. The house might have been 
connected to the surviving building when the other structure was destroyed, which 
appears to have been sometime after 1710, based on the presence o f a dated wine bottle 
seal in the cellar fill (Nicolson 1972).
Although small in number, a comparison of the buildings used in this thesis has 
revealed some similarities (see Tables 1-5). Most were constructed entirely o f brick over full 
basements, and were either hall and parlor or T-shaped in design. They also typically had three 
or four ground floor rooms into which access was restricted, usually through a porch tower. Of 
the houses examined, six (29%) contained exterior elaborations, such as decorative brickwork, 
and nine (43%) exhibited a finished or decorative interior. Nine (43%) were also covered with 
ceramic or stone roofing tiles.
Table 1. Construction Types o f 17tl,*Century Brick Dwellings
Construction Types Number Percent
All Brick 15 71%
Framed 3 14%
Brick and Timber 3 14%
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Table 2. Layout of H^-Century Brick Dwellings
Layout Number Percent
Hall and Parlor 9 43%
T-Shaped 6 29%
Cross Shaped 3 14%
L-Shaped 2 1%
Double Piled 1 .5%
Table 3. Entryway Types o f 17Ul-Century Brick Dwellings
Entry Types Number Percent
Porch Tower 9 43%
Direct Entry 4 19%
Central Passage 2 1%
Lobby Entrance 2 1%
Second Floor 
Passage
1 .5%
Unknown 3 14%
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Table 4. Number of Ground Floor Rooms Including Passages
Number of Rooms Number Percent
One 1 .5%
Two 3 14%
Three 8 38%
Four 6 29%
Five 1 .5%
Six or More 2 1%
Table 5. Cellar Types o f 17th-Century Brick Dwellings
Cellar Type Number Percent
Full 9 43%
Full Under One 
Room
4 19%
Multiple 3 14%
None 4 19%
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D is c u s s io n
The elite’s desire for unity within their caste as well as separation from the lower orders 
was not only expressed intangibly in their customs and laws, but also visually in their 
architecture. By constructing brick houses that contained restricted entryways, the elite limited 
their contact with the colonists while at the same time creating more familiar and desirable 
surroundings. Such architecture not only separated the elite from the rest o f society, but it also 
reinforced a political ideology that created a sense of belonging among members o f the ruling 
class.
Building in a durable material that lasted a long time without constant repair, set the 
elite apart from the owners o f post structures. The latter, due to the financial commitment o f 
tobacco production, had to rely on each other to repair their homes. A monetary-free 
relationship o f mutual maintenance was formed that created strong social bonds and a sense of 
community among the lower orders (St. George 1983). The social bonds created by this 
reciprocal arrangement o f "maintenance relations" were not participated in by the owners of 
brick structures. To the lower orders, these buildings denoted an individual who could afford 
not to rely on others which added to the separating of classes (Shackel 1994).
These brick homes, which were unfamiliar to many Virginians, helped the ruling class 
create unity while shutting out the rest o f society. In his study o f Anglican parish churches in 
Virginia, Dell Upton suggested the architecture and elaborate accouterments o f churches could 
only be understood by the gentry class, since they were more familiar with such styles. Most 
church buildings, due to their size, cost and elaborate nature, were very different than the
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average house. While they may have been different to most o f the population, they were 
visually similar to the homes o f the gentry.
The exterior elaborations o f a number o f churches in the late seventeenth and early 
eighteenth-centuries closely matched those o f some o f the houses in this study. For example, 
the Bruton Parish Church o f 1681, the Newport Parish Church o f ca. 1685 (St. Luke’s) and the 
St. Peters Parish Church o f 1701 contained decorative brickwork and parapet gables that were 
either curvilinear or stepped. These elaborations closely matched those o f John Page’s house, 
Arthur Allen’s house and Nathaniel Bacon’s house at Curies Neck. By constructing churches 
similar to their houses, the gentry tried to associate themselves with the church, while, at the 
same time, making it an alien place for the rest o f society. “The house o f God was not a slave’s 
house or a common planter’s house: it was a gentlemen’s house” (Upton 1986:164).
The style and elaborate nature o f Virginia’s brick dwellings was familiar to only a small 
percentage o f Virginia’s population. To the lower orders, these buildings were alien. Since 
they did not understand them or know how to behave in them, these structures made them feel 
inferior. This too had a reverse effect. Instead of alienation, such architecture signified 
membership or the desire to attain membership into the ruling class.
The rise o f gentility and the consumer revolution also made many Virginians feel 
inferior while, at the same time, signifying, to those at the top, an alliance with the elite. Being 
genteel was the mark of a person in the upper class. Someone who’s manners, dress, speech, 
possessions and behavior equated them with the upper echelon o f society. Acquiring 
fashionable and specialized items, such as tea sets, as well as having appropriate places to 
house and use them was one way o f participating in this new revolution in material culture.
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But, owning fashionable items was not enough. One had to understand how to use these items 
in order to be genteel. The acquisition o f these items and the knowledge o f how to use them, 
were not only important as signifiers o f one’s supposed standing in society, but rather it 
bestowed social power. Simply phrased:knowledge was power. Those who did not have this 
knowledge were seen as inferior, while those who had it could be equated with and show unity 
with the upper class (Bushman 1992).
Although this new mindset did not arrive in the colonies until around the 1690s, it had 
its antecedent in the homes o f the ruling class. It would be in new gentry houses that gentility 
would first make its appearance. “The evolution o f the modem house as we know it...w as 
largely complete before the end o f the seventeenth century, before the consumer revolution 
really began” (Carson 1994:497). The substantial and elaborate nature o f the homes in this 
study, compared to their wooden counterparts, portrayed their owners as men o f prominence 
and gentility. The change in Virginia’s architecture in the second half o f the seventeenth- 
century marked the beginning o f a shift in ideals that, by the end of the century, would lead to 
the consumer revolution and the rise o f gentility (Bushman 1992; Carson 1994).
Restricted entryways, while not unique to brick structures, also helped the elite who 
built in that material, to limit interactions with others which helped to naturalize their position 
in society. Sixty-seven percent o f Virginia’s brick dwellings incorporated some sort o f 
restricted entryway, usually a porch tower (see Table 3). Besides Bacon's Castle and John 
Page’s house, seven other structures had these projections as well as the presumed State house 
and Secretary Ludwell's row houses at Jamestown.
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Porch and stair towers not only changed the appearance o f a house on the exterior, but 
on the interior as well. Projecting off the house, these towers created distinctive homes that 
communicated the owners' prominence. On the interior, towers created extra rooms making 
the house more private while also acting as a barrier against the outside. This style increased 
towards the end o f  the seventeenth-century in Virginia with forty percent o f  the probate 
inventories from the 1680s having listed porches or entries (Upton 1980:172). By the second 
half o f the eighteenth-century, the cross plan house was being replaced by double-pile dwellings 
that contained central passages. The added rooms and central hallways o f these new homes 
created even more privacy and more o f a buffer against the outside world (Upton 1980).
In most seventeenth-century dwellings, the entrance to the home led directly into the 
family's living area, allowing people to enter and interact directly with the occupants. The 
lobby entrance, which used the placement o f a central hearth to create a small room in front o f 
the house, the porch tower and the central hallway, did not allow this kind o f access. Visitors 
to these homes, upon entry, found themselves in a small room separated from the rest o f the 
house. These types o f entrances allowed their owners to control access to certain rooms, 
dictating the behavior o f both the residents and their visitors. The restriction o f access enabled 
the upper class to separate themselves from their indentured servants, slaves and members o f 
the lower orders.
Through the control o f regions, owners could dictate what visitors or servants 
perceived. Regions, in this case, are defined as "any place that is bounded to some degree by 
barriers to perception" (Goffrnan 1959:106). Segregated entryways and walled rooms created 
spaces where the owner could control what the visitor viewed. Direct entry into the home,
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however, did not allow control over what the visitor can see. A true view was given to the 
guest o f what the household and the people in it were really like. Restricted entryways, on the 
other hand, created barriers between regions. The "front" regions, which included the 
entryway and the parlor, were designed to give a false or exaggerated impression o f what the 
inhabitants were really like. A more truthful impression may be acquired in the "back" regions 
o f the house where the bedrooms and living area were. Only close friends and family were 
allowed into those regions. Others were excluded from it and thus, their impressions, and to a 
certain extent, their behavior were controlled. By controlling access to the back regions, the 
elite created a mystique that hid their flaws and naturalized their dominant position in society 
(Goffrnan 1959).
In the last quarter o f the seventeenth-century, the influx o f servants and slaves caused 
many o f those who imported such labor to construct separate outbuildings for them to live and 
work, which further added to the segregation o f society. No longer would these servants have 
ready access to the main dwelling house where they could interact directly with the owner and 
his family. Thus, with restricted entryways and the removal o f quarters and work areas to 
outbuildings, the plantation owner could effectively shield himself and his family from his 
bound labor (Upton 1980).
Another factor that played a part in the increase o f domestic brick architecture was a 
need to improve Virginia’s image. The use of brick structures by Virginia's elite helped make 
their colony more aesthetically pleasing. This need for an improved landscape seems to have 
risen from a desire to better the colony's image in England. Virginia, in the seventeenth century, 
was considered an inferior place to live. Its main attraction was profit from tobacco, which
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usually ranked below starting a sugar plantation in the West Indies. Thus, immigration to 
Virginia was equated with social inferiority. After 1660, when the increase in brick buildings 
began, the colonists, most o f who were native-born, had been described by people in England 
as "convicts, whores, poorhouse veterans,.. .bankrupt citizens [and] worthless moneygrubbers 
who neglected societal amenities and thought only o f trade" (Shammas 1979:275). They were 
even thought o f as biologically inferior due to their shortness o f life and susceptibility to 
disease. As a result, the English government did not think these colonists were capable o f 
ruling themselves and thus, most o f the colonies leaders came to Virginia already appointed to 
their positions or were promoted shortly after their arrival (Shammas 1979).
Economic conditions in the second half o f the seventeenth-century were unfavorable to 
many. Tobacco depressions combined with taxes, fees and rents prevented most Virginians 
from constructing more permanent housing. Despite this, the ruling elite were still able to build 
elaborate brick homes. Even though the price o f tobacco was low, they could still make a 
profit by owning large amounts of land and a number o f servants and/or slaves to work the 
fields. Also, as the price o f tobacco went down, the profits from government offices rose. Just 
about every officer who collected revenues received a share o f them while taxes helped pay the 
salaries and expenses o f elected officials. On top o f this many o f Virginia’s ruling class held 
multiple offices which kept them out o f the hands o f lesser men. They thought if qualified men 
were restricted to just one office, there would not be enough of them to fill all o f the positions 
(Morgan 1975).
The brick homes o f Virginia’s ruling class not only helped them impose their new social 
order upon the landscape, but it also gave them a sense o f security and solidarity. Seventeenth-
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century Virginia was, by no means, a safe or secure place. Throughout its first century as an 
English colony, Virginia was periodically the scene o f upheaval and rebellion. Hostile Native 
Americans, foreign invaders, Mother Nature, and rebellious colonists wreaked havoc by 
destroying property and killing colonists.
In 1622, the Powhatan Confederacy, led by Opechancanough, attacked settlements up 
and down the James River, claiming three hundred and forty-seven lives, a third o f the colony’s 
population. In April 1644, in an attempt to relieve pressure on the Confederacy, 
Opechancanough once again decided to attack the colonists. His warriors killed roughly five 
hundred colonists in two days, but the colonists were now strong in number and because o f 
years o f fighting with the Powhatans, knew how to defeat them. Even as late as 1689, Native 
Americans were still attacking settlements at the heads o f rivers. William Byrd I stated that, on 
his property at the head o f the James River, Indians were killing livestock and settlers on a daily 
basis (Morton 1960).
In 1667 and, again, in 1673, during the Anglo-Dutch wars, Dutch ships entered the 
James River and burned several tobacco ships. In April o f 1667, tragedy struck when a 
devastating hail storm reportedly broke windows and knocked tiles off roofs. In August o f that 
year, another calamity occurred when a violent hurricane hit the area, destroying between ten 
and fifteen thousand homes (Morton 1960:193).
Indentured and former servants, unhappy about their condition, became discontent and 
attempted revolt more frequently after 1660. This worried the elite since they had no real 
means o f social control except a militia comprised o f members from the lower orders. So 
relieved were they when a revolt was uncovered, they proclaimed “the thirteenth of September,
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the day this villanous plott should have been putt into execution, be annually kept holy” 
(Hening II 1823:191). Few of these uprisings resulted in anything more than showing 
displeasure with the established order, but in 1676, a full-fledged rebellion occurred.
Early in the century, fortified settlements provided protection. But, when the colonists 
started to expand outside o f those settlements, they became vulnerable to attack. Some, 
especially those on the frontier, fortified their homes. Even at Jamestown, protective measures 
were taken as evidenced by Major William White’s insertion o f a cross shaped opening for a 
gun into the wall o f his dwelling after Bacon’s Rebellion (Hodges 1993).
Brick dwellings not only protected inhabitants through their solid walls and 
permanence, but also by their mere presence on the landscape. With discontent high and no 
real means o f protection, the men o f power united and created control through their 
impressions and laws. Their brick homes “generate[a] a certain awe among their neighbors” 
(Morgan 1975:247), that could not be achieved with a wooden post structure. These brick 
buildings projected a sense o f solidarity and authority that portrayed the elite as society’s 
natural leaders.
The ruling class believed ordinary colonists would not obey the same authority 
“conferrd vpon a mean man...no better than selected owt o f their owne Ranke” and that 
governing should be left to men whose “Eminence or Nobillitye” was such that “euerye man 
subordinate is ready to yield a willing submission withowt contempt or repying” (Kingsbury III 
1906:231-32). It was this projection o f leadership that kept the masses at bay and spoiled two 
uprisings in 1674. This sense o f natural leadership may have helped keep the lower classes in 
line, but what if someone o f the established order became discontent and acted upon it?
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In 1676, Nathaniel Bacon and the elites who supported him did just that. Not “awed” 
into submission like others were, these men had the audacity to oppose Governor Berkeley and 
even went so far as to bum Jamestown to the ground before Berkeley regained control. 
Bacon’s elaborate brick house at Curies Neck and his appointment to the Governor’s Council 
marked him as a man o f  prominence; someone who could have gone far in colonial politics if 
he had stayed united with the ruling class. Perhaps wanting more, he decided to take matters 
into his own hands. Using the Indians as scapegoats, Bacon and his followers vented their 
displeasure with the tightly knit oligarchy that ruled Virginia. Although unsuccessful in bringing 
about real change, Bacon’s Rebellion did demonstrate to the colony’s leaders the dangers o f 
not being united. The brick homes they constructed were one o f the things they did to show 
their solidarity and to also impose an exaggerated sense o f control upon the landscape. Without 
unity or a way to make their rule seem natural, the elite would not have been able to stay in 
control in the face o f so many discontent Virginians.
While not having to worry as much about hostile Native Americans as rebellious 
colonists, an area adjacent to Jamestown, known as Middle Plantation, was the only other 
place in seventeenth-century Virginia that had a concentration o f brick structures. Built around 
the Palisade o f 1634, which ran between tributaries of the James and York rivers, Middle 
Plantation was originally designed as a buffer between the plantations o f the lower peninsula 
and the Native inhabitants to the northwest. In the first half o f the century, this area was home 
to a few small planters and servants. However, with the construction o f Governor Berkeley’s 
Green Springs Plantation and Secretary o f State Richard Kemp’s Rich Neck in the 1640s, 
Middle Plantation started to become home to some of Virginia’s most prominent men.
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This community’s close proximity to the capital at Jamestown, only seven miles away, 
and the availability o f large tracts o f land to grow tobacco attracted wealthy colonists. To date, 
eight brick structures have been examined in this area, including the homes o f William 
Berkeley, Richard Kemp, Thomas Ludwell, John Page and his eldest son Francis. Three 
additional houses o f unknown ownership have also been studied. These include a building 
partially excavated on Bruce Hornsby’s property where the brickwork was limited to the gable 
ends, a dwelling and possible outbuilding excavated under the Public Hospital, and a brick 
house in block 2 o f Colonial Williamsburg’s Historic area which measured 22’6” x 32’6” with 
a 12’6” square porch tower that contained a lull brick-lined cellar beneath (Duke 1941).
Several brick foundations have also been discovered, but not excavated, around 
Bassett Hall in Colonial Williamsburg’s Historic area that were probably related to James 
Bray’s plantation. In 1671, he acquired 290 acres of land in Middle Plantation and by 1677, 
had a house there. Bray was a member o f the Governor’s Council until he was removed, in 
1678, for his involvement in Bacon’s Rebellion. In the 1680s, however, he re-entered politics 
by being elected to the House o f Burgesses (Kelso 1984).
In 1660, a proposal to relocate the capital to Middle Plantation was denied, but by 
1676, it was described as “the very heart and center o f the country” (Muraca and Hellier 
1992:10). By the end o f the century its landscape was improved enough for the Capital to be 
relocated there. The establishment o f a brick church in 1681, and the College o f William and 
Mary in 1693, made that area a very attractive place for the start o f a town. Besides those two 
institutions, the increased use o f domestic brick architecture played an important role in Middle 
Plantation’s selection as the new Capital o f Virginia. (Muraca 1994).
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CHAPTER n  
THE JOHN PAGE HOUSE SITE
I n t r o d u c t i o n
John Page’s construction o f an elaborate brick house in 1662, marked the beginning of 
the increase in domestic brick architecture in Virginia. In the second half o f the century, he and 
many o f Virginia’s elite, began to take up full-time residency in the colony. They not only 
changed Virginian society, but the landscape as well. For the first time, substantial brick 
dwellings started to be regularly constructed in Virginia. By taking a closer look at John Page 
and the type o f house he built, a better understanding o f this change in architecture can be had. 
Along with this, excavations o f the cellar fill have not only revealed the fate o f Page’s house, 
but the use o f space in the cellar and the house’s status in the early eighteenth-century.
Jo h n  P a g e  “ T h e  I m m i g r a n t ”
John Page was bom in 1627 in Bedfont, England, located about fourteen miles from 
London. His wife, Alice Lukin, was bom two years earlier and appears to have been 
descended from a baronet. Her father, Edward, was an early investor in colonial ventures in 
Virginia and Bermuda. He signed the 1606 Virginia Company charter and invested in the 
Somers Island Company (Jester 1964).
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Listed in a land 
grant as a merchant, John 
Page came to Virginia 
around 1650. In 1653, he 
was granted two hundred 
acres o f land north o f the 
York River for transporting 
four people to the colony.
By 1655, he was granted 
eight hundred and fifty 
acres o f land on the south 
side o f the York River for 
the transport o f seventeen 
people. The list o f 
transported persons included his wife Alice, sister Elizabeth and his sister-in-law Mary, the wife 
o f his brother Matthew who also immigrated to Virginia. Besides family members, five other 
women were listed. This suggests Page was helping to alleviate the shortage o f women in the 
colony. Shortly after Alice's arrival in Virginia, the Page's first child, Susanna, was bom. This 
was followed in 1657, by Francis and, two years later, by their third and final child Matthew.
In 1655, John Page became a member of the House o f Burgesses. He purchased a 
hundred acres o f land in Middle Plantation which abutted the 1634 Palisade that ran between 
tributaries o f the James and York Rivers. It was on this parcel of land that he built his house in
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Col. John Page (1 6 2 7 -1 6 9 2 )
Figure 17. Portrait o f John Page (Lanciano 1978).
1662. In 1677, he was elected High Sheriff o f York County and was later appointed its civil 
and militia leader. His greatest rise to power, however, came around 1680, when he became a 
member o f the Governor's Council. Along with his political offices came an increase in his land 
holdings. In 1672, he acquired several thousand acres o f land in New Kent County, where he 
started a plantation called Mehixton that contained a water mill along with "...a competent 
number o f Negroe slaves, cattle, horses, sheep hoggs & other things convenient and necessary 
to mannage ye said plantation..." (Lanciano 1978:217-221). In 1673, Page purchased a three 
acre parcel o f land at Jamestown that contained the brick homes of Richard Kemp and Walter 
Chiles which, when sold in 1682, were in ruinous condition. Page acquired more land in 1683 
by patenting an additional two hundred thirty acres in Middle Plantation and by obtaining his 
nephew's James City County plantation called Neck o f Land. This property was mortgaged to 
him by his nephew in return ". . .for reedeeming him from Slavery out o f Algiers & clothing him 
att London" (Lanciano 1978:217-221).
In 1676, during Bacon's Rebellion, Page's political offices and land holdings marked 
him as a man o f prominence. He remained loyal to Governor Berkeley despite signing an oath 
to support Bacon. As a result o f his loyalty, Page's wife Alice and the wives o f other 
prominent loyalists were kidnapped by Bacon and placed upon ramparts at Jamestown in order 
to keep the loyalists at bay while he dug in. In the aftermath o f the rebellion, Page was 
pardoned by Berkeley. The signing o f the oath, most likely done to prevent civil war, did not 
protect Page from the damage Bacon's men wrought upon the properties o f loyalists. In a list 
o f people who suffered during the rebellion Page, was listed as a "Great Looser" (York County
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records 1704:171-178). On his way back from the Eastern Shore, Berkeley briefly stayed at 
Page's house before returning to his decimated plantation near Jamestown (Washburn 1957).
Besides being prominent in local politics, John Page was also instrumental in starting 
the town o f Williamsburg. A large portion o f  his Middle Plantation acreage encompassed 
much o f present-day Williamsburg. In 1681, he donated land for the building o f the first 
Bruton Parish Church, where he became a vestryman. A 1699 student speech credited him as 
having been instrumental in the establishment o f the College o f William and Mary (Metz et. al 
1996). Those two institutions helped Middle Plantation attract the capital in 1699.
On January 23, 1692, John Page died at the age o f sixty-five. He left his Middle 
Plantation holdings to his wife Alice and his eldest son Francis. His youngest son Matthew 
inherited the Mehixton plantation in New Kent County. Francis died several months later and 
willed his share o f the property to his only child Elizabeth. The property came into the 
possession o f Elizabeth's father’s cousin, John Page II, when he married her shortly after Alice's 
death in 1698. Elizabeth died in 1702, probably from complications resulting from the birth of 
her second child. In 1705, John Page II married his first wife's widowed aunt, Mary Mann, and 
moved to Gloucester County. It was there, shortly after 1721, that Mary's son by her first 
marriage, Mann Page, started to construct an immense plantation house called Rosewell.
With the new town o f Williamsburg under construction next door and the loss of 
several outbuildings that were "...felloniously set fire to & burnt..." by a slave named Bridgett 
(York County Records 1704:1209), as well as others that were pulled down to make way for 
Duke o f Gloucester Street, John and Mary most likely decided to start their own plantation in 
Mary's native county. The house at Middle Plantation burned down around 1730, and the
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property was later sold to Benjamin Walker in 1743. Matthew Moody, a tavern owner, 
acquired it in 1747, and three years later, he began subdividing it and selling it off
H o u s e  D e s c r ip t io n
The Page House featured two matching square towers on the front and back called 
porch and stair towers. These projections gave the house a cross shape commonly referred to 
as a cross or cruciform plan. This layout was well known in England and can be seen on other 
structures in Virginia, the most renowned being Arthur Allen's 1665 home, Bacon's Castle in 
Surry County. It was also an important early house plan in the English colonies o f Bermuda 
and Ireland.
Based on the width o f the foundation, John Page’s house might have stood one-and-a- 
half stories with two story towers. ' His all brick dwelling measured 36' 9" x 211 11" with 
towers that measured 13' 5 V2" x 13' 11". The roof appeared to have been originally covered 
with flat ceramic tiles and matching chimneys probably adorned the ends. The remnants of 
wooden steps that led up to the back door were also discovered behind the stair tower.
Dated drawn leads, used to hold casement windows together, were found throughout 
the property suggesting the windows could have been replaced as many as three times. The 
original windows were replaced sometime in the 1670's with leads dated 1669. No leads from 
the original set were recovered, but numerous leads from the second 1669 set were found in 
the cellar fill and in features outside o f the house. This indicated that some o f the windows
3 The Page House foundation was eighteen inches tliick, tliree inches tliinner than the smallest foundation 
for a two story brick house, Bacon's Castle. Foundation thickness is by no means conclusive proof of a building’s 
height and is used here only to suggest a possible size.
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Figure 18. Overall o f  Page H ouse Site.
were replaced with a third set. Leads associated with the third set were not found during any 
o f the excavations.
No fireplaces were discovered, but evidence suggested that they may have been located 
on either end o f the house. Specialty bricks, normally associated with hearth floors, were 
discovered along both the northern and southern walls o f the cellar, suggesting they fell down 
from fireplaces located above. W orked slate was also recovered along the northern wall
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Figure 19. Drawing o f  Cellar Floor o f  Page House (Drawing by Virginia Brown).
Associated with the specialty bricks, this material was probably used in the fireplace located on 
the north end o f the house.
A possible rendition o f this house was drawn in 1702 by a Swiss visitor named Franz 
Ludwig Michel, who did a number o f drawings around Williamsburg. Labeled "Gentlemen's 
House," this drawing is o f a one-and-a-half story house with a small porch tower on the front.
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Since Page's house is the only known 
cross plan house in Williamsburg, it is 
very probable that Michel's drawing was 
o f Page's home (Michel 1702-1704).
The elaborations bestowed on the 
outside o f the house were also very 
unique. Water table bricks and a number 
o f other curved and rounded specialty 
bricks were discovered that once adorned 
the windows, doors and roof line. But the 
most fascinating and rare find were five bricks which featured raised symbols and characters. 
The letters "P" and "A," the date 1662 and a heart shaped symbol made up a set o f bricks that 
featured the initials o f John and Alice Page and the date the house was constructed. Together, 
these bricks formed a diamond shaped shield or cartouche that was probably located over the 
front door.4 Results o f  a paint analysis revealed the background was originally off-white in 
color and the raised characters were reddish-brown, closely matching burnt sienna. At a later 
date, when much o f the original color had faded, the raised portion was painted in a rather 
sloppy fashion with a white, lead-based paint (Howlett and Swan 1996). Examples o f a 
cartouche with raised characters such as this are almost non-existent for this time period in 
English North America. To date, this is the only known example o f this type o f carved
4 Examples of cartouches on chimneys, sides of houses and over windows have been noted, but they most 
frequently occur over the front door.
Figure 20. 1702 Ludwig Michel Drawing 
Possibly Showing Page’s House (Michel 1702- 
1704).
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brickwork in the southern colonies. Other 
houses had cartouches, but they are 
etched not raised. An example o f this can 
be found at Berkeley Plantation in Charles 
City County, where the initials o f 
Benjamin and Ann Harrison IV and a 
heart sit above the date 1726. Although 
etched in stone, it is very similar to the 
Page cartouche.
Besides the Page and Harrison 
homes, two other Virginia houses 
contained a heart motif. Excavations at 
John Custis’ 1670s Arlington Plantation 
on the Eastern Shore uncovered a plaster fragment impressed with a heart. A heart shaped 
shield with enclosing scrolls was carved in relief on a wooden post in the hall o f Criss Cross in 
New Kent County (Forman 1948). In England, an early example o f this heart motif can be 
seen on the inner gate house at Leez Priory in Essex. Erected in 1536/7, the brick gate house 
exhibits several different diapering designs, including zig-zags, diamonds and hearts (Brunskill 
and Clifton Taylor 1977). The exact meaning of this motif is currently unknown.
The style o f brickwork that adorned Page's house was very typical o f the artisan 
mannerist movement, which developed in England during the reign of Charles I (1625-1649). 
This new phase o f exuberance featured very elaborate brickwork which included molding,
Figure 21. Brick Cartouche at Page House 
Site.
lugged sills and curvilinear gables.
The techniques used to create such 
ornate brickwork became possible in 
the 1630s, when the skills of 
brick-makers developed to such a 
degree that they could style a house 
without hiring a mason to do the 
ornamental parts. This contributed to 
the increased use of brick in England 
(Summerson 1953).
The inside of Page's house 
showed his flare for the elaborate 
was not just relegated to the exterior.
Large amounts of plaster from the 
upper floors were found, suggesting that both rooms of this hall and parlor house were 
plastered. This common, two room floor plan featured a large hall entered into from the porch 
tower, and a smaller parlor/chamber which was entered from the hall. The hall served as a 
multi-purpose room where a variety of everyday activities took place. The parlor, on the other 
hand, was a more private room where the owner and his wife usually slept and displayed their 
more valuable items. It is also where important visitors would have been entertained. The half 
floor above would have served as sleeping quarters, most likely for children or servants. 
Beneath the first floor was a full English basement partially sunk below grade.
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P la s te r
Figure 22. Carved Heart Motif in Hall of Criss 
Cross (Forman 1948).______  __________
The level o f detail Page put into the rest o f his house was also apparent in the cellar, 
especially with the brickwork. The cellar contained four unheated rooms, one underneath each 
tower and two in the main section. The lack of hearths in the cellar implied that cooking 
activities took place elsewhere. The foundation walls were principally laid in Flemish bond, 
which uses alternating headers and stretchers in the same row, and all the mortar joints between 
the bricks were scored to give the walls a finished look. Most cellars in Virginia were not 
finished or laid in Flemish bond. Only one other seventeenth-century house, Arlington in 
Northhampton County, and two eighteenth-century houses, Battersea and Belle Grove in King 
George County, are known to have had properly finished Flemish bond brickwork in their 
cellars (Edward Chappell 1995, personal communication). Square ceramic flooring tiles were 
used in both towers and in the main part o f the cellar, a very elaborate brick floor was laid 
which incorporated bricks placed on their sides with ones that were laid flat. This type o f 
intricate brickwork was atypical for a non-public space like a cellar and showed that Page was 
concerned with making his entire house sophisticated.
The use o f cellars is normally attributed to storage, but in seventeenth-century England 
these spaces sometimes took on other functions. Among the stored items, which usually 
included various alcoholic beverages, men occasionally gathered to drink. Those who could 
afford it took great care in the appearance and layout o f their cellars. The diaries o f Samuel 
Pepys mentioned occasions where he and others withdrew to the cellar to drink. According to 
his accounts, in February 1660, an acquaintance "...took us into the cellar, where we drank 
most admirable drink, a health to the King. Here I played on my flageolette, there being an 
excellent echo." Another entry in March 1663, stated that "...we found My Lord with Colonel
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Strangways and Sir Richard Floyd, Parliamentmen, in the cellar drinking, where we sat with 
them..." (Ruggles-Brise 1949:28). This practice seemed to have continued into the 
eighteenth-century. A ca. 1740 painting by William Hogarth, entitled "Charity in the Cellar," 
depict five men, one o f whom is passed out, drinking in a cellar (Hume 1961). By creating 
such an ornate space, Page was no doubt trying to emulate the cellars o f prominent English 
gentlemen. Whether or not consuming drink in them was a common practice is unknown, but 
his elaborate English basement would have been an ideal place to entertain his peers in such a 
fashion.
There were two ways to enter the cellar, either through an outside entrance located on 
the back o f the house, which featured brick steps with wooden nosings, or by descending a 
wooden staircase in the stair tower. Evidence for a staircase on the right side o f the tower 
came from two holes chopped in the northern wall for framing and a small hole in the tile floor 
for a newel post which supported the inner edges o f the treads. Both towers were separated 
from the rest of the cellar by wooden partition walls, with the porch tower wall later being 
encased in brick. Entry into the main part o f the cellar would have been through wooden doors.
Abutting the western wall of the stair tower was a rectangular area o f brick. This 
unexplained feature aligned with two vertical mortar streaks on that wall, suggesting something 
associated with the bricks was attached to the wall. Two small posts that appeared to have 
been connected by a board, on the eastern end o f the feature, might have formed part o f a 
barrier. No artifacts associated with this feature were found, so it is unclear exactly what this 
area would have been used for.
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In the main part of the cellar, a 
narrow trench was discovered that housed a 
wooden partition wall which separated that 
area into two rooms: a large northern room 
that measured 21' 8 Vi* x 18' and a smaller 
one to the south that measured 12' 3 V.2" x 
18'. Three piers were discovered in these 
rooms. Two were incorporated into the 
middle of the northern and southern 
foundation wails, respectively, and one was 
freestanding in the small room. These piers 
would have held a summer beam used for 
structural support. There may have been another pier in the larger room, but a 3' wide pipe 
trench, that cut through the cellar, may have removed all evidence of it. Regardless, a 
freestanding pier in the large room was not located in the same area as the pier in the small 
room. This was, no doubt, due to the location of an outside entrance in that area. A 
freestanding pier located there would have interfered with the transport of items in and out of 
the cellar.
As one might expect with a finished cellar in the Tidewater, keeping it dry was a 
concern. Each of the four rooms contained its own drainage sump. The tower sumps were 
shallow and contained brick floors, while the two in the main section were deeper with unlined 
bottoms. Each room appears to have had different drainage needs. In the porch tower, curved
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Figure 23. Brick Area in Stair Tower of 
Page House.
tiles drained water into a sump. The stair tower, on the other hand, contained no drainage tiles, 
only a small sump, reflecting the non-storage function o f this area. Since little was stored in 
that room, swift drainage was unnecessary. The sloping floors in the main part o f the cellar 
were geared towards quickly tunneling water along a specific route towards the sumps. Since 
these rooms would have been primary storage areas, rapid drainage was very important. 
Keeping water away from stored items and off the floor not only kept the cellar dry, but 
reduced the number o f pests that would have been attracted to standing water.
Underneath the brick floor, in the main part o f the cellar, was a thin surface made up o f 
brick bits and burned clay. This surface was built on the same level as both tile floors 
suggesting it may have been an earlier floor that was replaced, possibly due to poor drainage. 
It is also plausible that this surface was a base laid down to create the contoured floor (Pickett 
1995).
A r t if a c t u a l  E v id e n c e  Fr o m  T h e  H o u s e  S ite
Before excavations o f the cellar began, the fill from a 3' wide pipe trench that bisected 
the site was removed, revealing the cellar stratigraphy. Beneath a thick layer o f brick rubble 
was a thin charcoal and ash layer, indicating the house burned down. The recovery of 
coarseware ceramics postdating 1725, made at the Yorktown pottery, owned and operated by 
William Rogers, along with the absence of artifacts manufactured after 1730, dated the burning 
o f  the house to no earlier than the late 1720s.
Based on the thickness of ash in the cellar, the fire appears to have originated from the 
fireplace on the south side of the house. Wine bottle glass in the cellar was scorched but not
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melted suggesting it was exposed briefly to the fire. The most plausible scenario suggests the 
blaze could have been quickly smothered by the upper floors collapsing down into the cellar. 
This collapse would have extinguished most of the fire, leaving only small pockets of 
smoldering timbers (Eric Stoll 1995, personal communication).
The burning o f the house helped preserve a number o f artifacts that normally would not 
have survived. Wooden sills and posts, a piece o f burned fabric (probably a hemp mat with red 
or green dye), part o f a basket that encased a large carboy bottle, wheat and wine bottle cork 
were recovered from the cellar. Besides good preservation, the location o f artifacts on the 
cellar floor helped reveal the use of space in the different rooms. These artifacts were not, as 
most are, thrown out or discarded, but remained exactly where they were when the house 
burned down.
The stair tower, which housed a wooden stair case on the right side, contained the 
fewest artifacts. A harness that probably hung on the south wall, one Iberian storage jar that sat 
in the middle o f the floor and a small pile o f oyster shells were recovered. Since this room's 
primary function was to serve as an entryway into the cellar, little would have been stored 
there.
The large northern room in the main part o f the cellar contained twenty-one wine 
bottles and two carboys which sat on the brick floor. Carboys were large glass bottles, 
primarily used for water storage, that were usually fitted with basket-work around the outside 
for protection. Also in this room, a concentration of burned wheat, a brass keg tap, a 
Westerwald mug, approximately sixty undecorated delft salve pots, and some pharmaceutical 
and case bottles were recovered.
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The small southern room in the main part o f the cellar was used primarily for wine 
bottle storage. One hundred twenty-four bottles were discovered on the floor, including 
seventeen half bottles and eight carboys. Three o f the carboys contained seals bearing the 
initials R.D. and the date 1713. A majority o f the bottles were located against the foundation 
walls where the bricks were laid on their sides, suggesting the bricks were intentionally laid that 
way with storage in mind. These bricks formed a slightly raised 2 ’ wide area that ran along all 
three o f the foundation walls in this room. Case bottles, pharmaceutical bottles, a large number 
o f unused English pipes, a white salt-glazed teapot and cappuchine, and a delft teabowl were 
also recovered.
Along with a multitude o f wine bottles, a very unusual and rare artifact called a scourer 
was recovered from this room. This small metal tool was used to remove powder residue from 
the inside o f musket barrels. It would have threaded onto the end o f a ramrod and when not in 
use, it would have been stored in the musketeer’s bullet bag. To date, only two others have 
been found in Virginia. One at Site H at Martin’s Hundred which dated between 1620-1622 
and, another, at a seventeenth-century site at Governor’s Land (Hume 1991; William Pittman 
1995 personal communication).
The room underneath the porch tower contained thirty-five wine bottles and one large 
stoneware storage jar which sat on the tile floor. This area also contained the largest number 
o f ceramics found in the cellar. Three large and two small stoneware jars, and seventeen 
flower pots o f various sizes were stored in this room. Since no nails were present in the walls 
for shelving, the placement o f a small cache o f wine bottles on the floor, 10” from the wall, 
suggested they abutted an off floor storage area. Therefore, the ceramics and some wine
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bottles were probably 
stored on a low shelf that 
ran around the periphery of 
the room. The presence of 
flower pots suggested there 
may have been a garden on 
the property. Plowing of 
the Bruton Heights area 
throughout the nineteenth- 
century and construction 
activities in the twentieth- 
century most likely 
destroyed any possible 
remnant of a garden.
It is currently unknown who was living in the house, if anyone in the early years of the 
eighteenth-century. But two possible occupants exist for the period just before the house 
burned. During the course of excavation, five wine bottle seals which featured the initials of 
James and Thomas Bray and one unknown seal were unearthed. The only connection between 
the Page and Bray families was the marriage of John Page ITs daughter, Elizabeth, to David 
Bray, probably in 1729. It was through this marriage that David became owner of the 
Williamsburg property. Even though he had possession of this acreage, he and his wife were 
believed to have lived at his James City County plantation. When Elizabeth died in 1734, three
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Figure 25. Carboy Bottle Seal (Drawing by Gary Robinson)
years after David, she was identified as 
"late of James City County" (Muraca 
and Hellier 1992:13).
With the Brays apparently 
residing in James City County, a more 
likely inhabitant of the house was John 
Page HI, the son of John II and 
Elizabeth. Very little is known about 
John Page HI. He appears to have gone 
to England with his father in 1709 and 
returned to Virginia between 1718 and 
December 5, 1727, when he died.
Identified as "late of York County in the 
Colony of Virginia," he was buried at 
Bruton Parish Church in Williamsburg 
(York County Records 1728:523-24).
Between his return to Virginia and his 
death, he might have stayed at the family 
house in York County. The Page House probably burned down shortly before or after his 
death. If he was residing in the house at the time of the fire, artifacts retrieved from the cellar 
would relate to his occupation. If it burned after his death, these items may represent the 
remnants of his unsettled inventory.
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Figure 26. Top: James and Thomas Bray Wine 
Bottle Seal, Bottom: Unknown Wine Bottle Seal 
(Drawings by Gary Robinson).
By the late 1720s, the Page House, which was quite advanced in 1662, was becoming 
obsolete. Classically inspired buildings under construction in nearby Williamsburg, such as the 
Governor’s Palace, were modem structures laid out on the town's grid system. The appearance 
o f  such architecture and a planned town contrasted sharply with the Page House. Its cross plan 
and casement windows were becoming outdated features on houses owned by the elite. In the 
eighteenth-century, the Page family seat was in Gloucester County, where their continuing flare 
for the extravagant could be seen in the construction o f Rosewell, one o f the most advanced 
houses o f its time. It had been over twenty years since the Williamsburg property was their 
main plantation and it no doubt showed this. By the time the house burned a number of 
outbuildings had been demolished and much of the land holdings were incorporated into the 
town o f Williamsburg.
O u t b u il d in g s  A n d  O t h e r  F e a t u r e s
A survey o f documentary sources revealed that John Page had at least seven brick 
outbuildings including a brick malthouse and bam. To date, only one o f these buildings has 
been located. Discovered by construction workers to the north o f Page's house, was a brick 
foundation measuring approximately 4 l ’x 24’. This structure, most likely a kitchen outbuilding, 
contained the remnant o f a central hearth but no associated cellars.
Just north o f the house site construction workers also discovered part o f a large pit 
feature that contained two distinct stratigraphic layers: a 1’ thick charcoal and ash layer, and 
an 8” thick layer o f silt. The charcoal and ash appeared to be hearth refuse, most likely from 
the kitchen outbuilding, that was deposited after 1680. A wide variety o f domestic refuse was
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Figure 27. Plan of Possible Kitchen Outbuilding at Page Site (Drawing by David Brown).
recovered from this layer, including part of a green, lead-glazed challis storage jar, a glass linen 
smoother, decorated domestic pipe bowls, a 1672 Charles II farthing, a large amount of faunal 
material, a gun flint, a grenade, part of a snaphaunce gun lock, and several different-sized hoe 
blades and ax heads. The silt layer contained fewer artifacts, but had the earliest historic
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artifact found on the site. A complete 
1650s shaft and globe wine bottle was 
discovered near the bottom of the pit 
that contained a seal bearing the name 
R. Billingsley, a Tudor rose and a 
five turreted castle. This seal could 
have represented a tavern owner in 
Oxford 7 England named Richard 
Billingsley, who had started his 
business there by 1640. It could also 
have represented a "Castle" Inn or 
tavern (Dumbrell 1983:237). The 
exact measurements of this pit are 
unknown, but it seems to have been 
extensive. This feature appeared to have originally been a borrow pit used to extract clay for 
making bricks and tiles. Similar features, which were later used as trash pits, have been found 
at Jamestown and at the Rich Neck Plantation.
Since brick was not used extensively in the seventeenth/century, most people who 
wanted to construct in that material set up on-site kilns. Several kilns have been discovered at 
Jamestown, including one that was large enough for repeated firings (Harrington 1950). One 
was also uncovered at the Rich Neck Plantation, and a possible tile kiln was found at 
Flowerdew Hundred (Barka 1976). A semi-permanent kiln and work area was discovered
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Figure 28. R. Billingsley Wine Bottle Seal (Drawing 
by Gary Robinson).
near Page's house which supplied bricks and tiles for his dwelling and outbuildings (Metz et. al 
1996).
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CHAPTER m
MEN OF PROM INENCE AND POST STRUCTURES
In the year 1691, Thomas Milner, who was Speaker o f the House o f Burgesses, was 
denied an appointment to the Council. Governor Nicholson’s reason for not appointing him 
was that he did not have “Estate enough to bee a Counsellor” (Morgan 1975:209-210), but 
recommended that he be given a lesser position. Certainly, having “Estate enough” meant 
being a prominent member o f the upper class who no doubt owned a large plantation where the 
principal dwelling was made o f brick. Milner obviously did not fit this description, yet he must 
have had some o f those qualifications or he would not have been involved with the House o f 
Burgesses. Regardless, by 1691, it had become important for Virginians to have “Estate 
enough” if they wanted to hold high office. By the eighteenth-century, estate appears to have 
become even more important than name or blood.
“The English political family is a compound o f ‘Blood,’ name, and estate, this last... being the 
most important o f the three...The name is a weighty symbol, but liable to variations...the 
estate...is, in the long run, the most potent factor in securing continuity through 
identification... Primogeniture and entails psychically preserve the family in that they tend to fix 
its position through the successive generations, and thereby favor conscious identification” 
(Namier 1930:22-23).
The loyalists and younger sons who came to Virginia in the second half of the 
seventeenth-century realized the importance of not only passing on their bloodlines and names,
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but their estates as well. This would ensure the survival o f the family through the restriction o f 
inheritance to the owner’s lineage. But with such high value placed upon one’s estate and 
dwelling, why did some prominent, politically active men live in wooden post-in-ground 
structures? Could background and stature have been more important than the type o f house in 
which one lived? If so, why did some choose brick over all wooden dwellings?
In the 1620s, William Harwood, Governor o f the Martins Hundred settlement, 
constructed a 40’ x 18’ 6” post structure at site A (Hume 1991). In Hampton, an unknown 
owner built a 35’ x 16’ post structure in the 1630s which contained a brick-lined cellar paved 
with tiles. Artifacts recovered indicated that the owner o f this dwelling was by no means poor 
(Edwards et. al 1989). William Drummond, the one time Governor o f North Carolina who 
was executed for his involvement in Bacon’s Rebellion, resided in a 38’ x 18’ post building 
constructed around 1648. He later moved into a brick row house at Jamestown (Outlaw 
1976). An elaborate 50 ’x 18’ post structure, which contained several wings and a brick-paved 
cellar, was constructed in the 1640s by Thomas Pettus at Littleton Plantation. The twelfth son 
o f a gentry family, Pettus became a member o f the Governor’s Council prior to his death in 
1669 (Kelso 1984). In 1664, House o f Burgess member John Washington moved into a 
wooden dwelling at Bridge Creek that was built after 1655. Before his death in 1677, 
Washington added another room onto the structure, extending its dimensions to 40’ x 20’. He 
also constructed two outbuildings that contained small brick foundations and brick-paved 
cellars (Blades 1979). In the late 1660s, Restitute Whiston and her husband John built a 50’ x 
20’ earthfast house which contained defensive bastions on the comers. Whiston was the only 
surviving child o f John Hallowes who came to Maryland as an indentured servant and
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Figure 29. Plan of Harwood’s Dwelling at Martin’s Hundred 
(Neiman 1993).
Structure A
Figure 30. Plan of Structure A in Hampton (Edwards et. al 1989)
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eventually became Justice of the Peace 
and sheriff of Westmoreland County 
(Buchanan and Heite 1971). Thomas 
Pope, whose father became one of the 
wealthiest men in Westmoreland 
County following his arrival in 
Virginia as an illiterate yeoman, 
constructed Clifts Plantation in the 
1670s. This 41’ x 18’6” post structure 
contained a cellar, porch tower, rear 
addition and a short-lived defensive 
enclosure (Neiman 1978).
Most of the dwellings in this list were constructed prior to the increase in domestic 
brick architecture. During this time period, the political climate was very different. By the 
1630s, many of the first generation of elite were either dead or had left for England. It has 
been estimated that between 1607 and 1676, twenty-seven councilors left Virginia and died in 
England (Kelso 1984). Thus, many of these early leaders did not see the need to build 
permanent brick houses. But, Thomas Pope’s dwelling was constructed at a time when brick 
homes were on the rise. His decision to build an impermanent “Virginia House” can be 
explained by his failure to attain political office and his division of time between Virginia and 
England. He appears to have shipped tobacco to England himself and, later, returned to 
Virginia with merchandise to sell to the colonists. It seems that Pope spent little time at his
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Figure 31. Plan of Pettus’s Dwelling at Kingsmill 
(Kelso 1984).
Figure 32. Plan o f  the John Washington Site (Blades 1979)
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Figure 33. Plan o f  the Hallowes Site (Neiman 1993).
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Figure 34. Plan of Clifts Plantation (Neiman 1978),
plantation which resulted in it being occupied by tenants for most of the time. His frequent 
absences no doubt hampered him from constructing a more permanent brick house.
The post structures erected by men of prominence served them well. But with the 
increase in brick dwellings and their importance to the elite, how would their offspring fare in 
the second half of the century if they inherited these structures? When Thomas Pettus, whose 
gentile lineage marked him as a man of prominence, became a member of Governor Berkeley’s 
Council, he constructed an extensive post-dwelling at his plantation called Littleton. Upon his 
death in 1669, his son Thomas Pettus II inherited the Plantation. Although a vestryman, Pettus 
II did not hold any major political offices. When compared to Arthur Allen II, who inherited 
Bacon’s Castle in 1669, a different scenario is observed.
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Allen II became a vestryman, Justice of the Peace and a member o f the House of 
Burgesses. His eldest son Arthur Allen HI also went on to a career in government following 
his inheritance o f Bacon’s Castle. At the same time, the Pettus line faded out o f colonial 
politics. None o f John Hallowes descendants succeeded the way he did. His only surviving 
grandchild Restitute married “a person o f no estate” (Buchanan and Heite 1971:39). William 
Drummond, who did not hold office in Virginia but served as Governor o f North Carolina, 
became dissatisfied with Virginia’s ruling class and sided with Nathaniel Bacon during his 
rebellion, a move that cost him his life. John Washington II, who inherited the Bridge Creek 
Plantation in 1677, did not become involved in colonial politics like his father or eldest brother 
Lawrence.
These examples demonstrate the high value placed on estates and the consequences of 
not having enough. Men, such as Thomas Pettus II, William Drummond and John Washington 
II obviously did not have “Estate enough” to hold major office in Virginia. Thus, the meaning 
assigned to post structures in the first half o f the century appears to have changed from a 
housing style acceptable for elites to becoming an unacceptable form o f housing.
In his study o f English country houses, Mark Girouard noted that those dwellings were 
“power houses.” He stated that “people did not live in country houses unless they either 
possessed power, or, by setting up in a country house, were making a bid to posses it” 
(Girouard 1980:2). This appears to have been the case in Virginia as well. Through the 
construction o f an elaborate brick house, one either had power or wanted to acquire it. Men 
such as William Berkeley, Richard Kemp and Thomas Ludwell, who arrived in Virginia with 
their political appointments, constructed brick homes which accentuated their status. Others,
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like Miles Cary II, constructed their houses before they became involved in colonial politics. 
Still, there were exceptions such as John Page, who became a Burgess before he built his house 
and was later appointed to the prestigious Governor’s Council following the completion o f his 
dwelling.
Most o f those who built “Virginia Houses” in the second half o f the seventeenth- 
century could not, or chose not to, compete for power like those who constructed substantial 
brick homes. The unity, naturalized leadership and associated membership the elite portrayed in 
their architecture became important after 1660. Those who did not participate in the new social 
order were thus denied their place in it.
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CONCLUSIONS
By the end o f the seventeenth-century, domestic brick architecture became more 
common. This was evidenced by an exiled French Huguenot who noted in 1687, that the 
Virginians “ ...have started making bricks in quantities, and 1 have seen several houses where 
the walls were entirely made o f them” (Chinard 1934:119-120). With the founding o f both 
Yorktown and Williamsburg at the end o f the century, brick architecture became even more 
established. The Thomas Pate House, built in Yorktown between 1699 and 1703, represented 
one o f the earliest brick houses constructed in these newly developed areas. This structure also 
happens to be the only house in this study that was not built by someone involved in politics. 
Thomas Pate, who was probably related to the prominent Gloucester County Pates, was a 
part-time ordinary keeper and York River ferryman (Hatch 1969). Pate signaled the beginning 
o f a more settled and economically diverse group of Virginians who began to construct brick 
homes with more regularity in the eighteenth-century, while the elite built even grander brick 
homes.
The instability o f Virginian society along with the monetary commitment o f tobacco 
production combined in the first half o f the seventeenth-century to prevent most colonists from 
constructing brick dwellings. After mid-century, a second wave of elites came to Virginia 
fleeing England during the Commonwealth era. Soon after, the younger sons o f elite families,
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who were denied opportunities in England, also began to arrive. This new ruling class began to 
impose a more familiar hierarchical social order on Virginia. This order created unity and a 
sense o f belonging among the elite, while, at the same time, it protected and separated them 
from the lower classes. They accomplished this through their customs, laws and architecture. 
Through intermarriage, the naming o f their offspring, the passage o f laws which restricted the 
social mobility o f the lower orders and the denial o f schooling or printed material to most of 
society, the elite effectively shut out the rest o f their fellow colonists while increasing their 
solidarity.
All o f these things were not tangible symbols o f the elites new social order, but their 
brick architecture was. By controlling interactions with others through restricted entryways 
and low maintenance, brick buildings denoted a person who was united with the ruling class as 
well as in control o f the landscape and other people. The familiar landscape with which the 
elite surrounded themselves was not familiar to most Virginians. Their elaborate houses, which 
signified the onset o f the consumer revolution and the rise of gentility, created o f gulf between 
the upper and lower orders. This gulf also fostered a desire to attain membership into the 
upper class. With no practical means o f protection, it was this sense o f unity and authority that 
kept the growing numbers o f discontent Virginians in line.
The elites desire for unity, power and separation became so important in the second 
half o f the seventeenth-century, that those who did not participate in their new social order 
were excluded from it. This included residents o f post structures. Since these people did not 
visually express their desire for power and membership into the ruling class, their ability to 
attain such status, if they desired it, went unrealized. None of the aforementioned factors
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occurred independently o f each other, but rather they worked together with both conscious and 
subconscious aspects to create a new landscape.
Post-in-ground structures were still the dominant form o f housing in seventeenth- 
century Virginia, but they were seldom used by the ruling classes after the 1660s. Although 
built in Middle Plantation, where brick construction was more common, the unique and 
elaborate character o f the Page House was an exception for most in the harsh and sometimes, 
dangerous world o f seventeenth-century Virginia. The uncertainty of life and the unstable 
environment reflected in the landscape was being reversed by men, such as Page, who, by 
introducing brick structures to their communities, wanted to recreate a more familiar and stable 
world that would also serve their purposes. Within the Chesapeake, the transition from short­
lived, wooden structures to more permanent brick buildings was firmly in place by the time 
America became independent. Virginia's brick construction was now similar to England's, 
creating an American landscape more English in nature than it had ever been before.
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APPENDIX ONE
DESCRIPTION OF SEVENTEENTH- 
CENTURY BRICK DWELLINGS
1. Stone House at Flowerdew Hundred in Prince George County
Construction date- 1625-1626 
Built by- Abraham Peirsey
Occupation- Cape Merchant and Governor’s Council Member 
Status- Abandoned by 1650
Size- 41’6”x24’6” with a 8’x l0 ’ porch tower; possibly two stories
Construction technique- Possible frame structure that rested on a silt stone foundation
Roof- Tiled
Exterior elaborations-Three carved ornamental bricks recovered from a nearby post hole 
Entry- Porch tower
Chimneys- Central off-set, H-shaped hearth 
Interior finishing- Plastered 
Cellar- None
Source- Barka 1976 and Deetz 1993
2. Mathews Manor in Warwick County
Construction date- 1620s or 30s 
Built by- Captain Samuel Mathews
Occupation- General Assembly and Governor’s Council Member 
Status- Destroyed around 1650
Size- 51’x21’ with a 12’ square porch tower addition and a 18’x l6 ’ rear addition; possibly 
one-and-a-half stories
Construction technique- Brick and timber structure supported by a brick foundation 
Roof- Tiled
Exterior elaborations- None 
Entry- Lobby entrance/porch tower
Chimneys- Central, H-shaped hearth in house and one against the back wall in the rear 
addition
Interior finishing- None
Cellar- Full, brick-paved cellar under porch tower that contained a drainage sump 
Source- Information on file at Colonial Williamsburg’s Department o f Archaeological 
Research
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3. Harris House at Curies Neck Plantation in Henrico County
Construction date- 1630s 
Built by- Thomas Harris
Occupation- Militia Commander and General Assembly Member
Status- Parlor destroyed in the 1650s and the hall was later incorporated into Nathaniel
Bacon’s house
Size- Still under investigation, approximately 55’x22’
Construction technique- Brick nogged with brick foundations at gable ends
Roof- Unknown
Exterior elaborations- None
Entry- Lobby entrance
Chimneys- Central, H-shaped hearth with large bake-oven constructed o f brick, granite and 
cobbles
Interior finishing- Currently unknown 
Cellar- Full, brick-paved basement 
Source- Mouer in press
4. First Manor House at Green Springs in James City County
Construction date- Ca. 1646
Built by- Sir William Berkeley 
Occupation- Governor o f Virginia
Status- Incorporated into the second Manor House in the 1670s 
Size- 68’x70’
Construction technique- Possible frame structure that sat on a brick and iron-sandstone
foundation; possibly two-and-a-half stories
Roof- Three parallel gable roofs covered with pan tiles
Exterior elaborations- None
Entry- Possibly through a porch tower
Chimneys- One exterior and one comer hearth
Interior finishing- Plastered
Cellar- Four cellars (three brick paved)
Source- Caywood 1955
5. First House at Rich Neck Plantation in the City o f Williamsburg
Construction date- 1640s 
Built by- Richard Kemp 
Occupation- Secretary o f State 
Status- Renovated in the 1660s
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Size- 35’x20’
Construction technique- Possibly an all brick structure 
Roof- Tiled
Exterior elaborations- None 
Entry- Lobby entrance 
Chimneys- Central, H-shaped hearth 
Interior finishing- None 
Cellar- None 
Source- McFaden 1994
6. John Page House in the City o f Williamsburg
Construction date- 1662 
Built by- John Page
Occupation- Sheriff, Militia Commander, House of Burgesses and Governor’s Council 
Member
Status- Destroyed by fire around 1730
Size- 36’9”x 21 ’ 11” with porch and stair towers that measured 13’S'/z” x l3 ’ 11”
Construction technique- All brick, cross plan house; possibly one-and-a half stories with two 
story towers 
Roof- Tiled
Exterior elaborations- Ornamental brickwork found along with a diamond-shaped cartouche 
which featured the initials o f John and Alice Page, the date 1662 and a heart 
Entry- Porch tower
Chimneys- Possibly exterior end chimneys 
Interior finishing- Plastered
Cellar- Full, brick-lined finished basement principally laid in Flemish bond. Tile paving in 
towers with brick paving in main part o f cellar. Brick floor was contoured in order to drain 
water into sumps located in each o f the four rooms
7. Bacon’s Castle in Surry County
Construction date- 1665 
Built by- Arthur Allen 
Occupation- Justice o f the Peace 
Status- Standing
Size- 46’ l'/z’x 25’8” with 10’ square porch and stair towers
Construction technique- All brick, cross plan design laid in English Bond; two-and-a-half 
stories
Roof- Sand stone tiled
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Exterior elaborations- Curvilinear Dutch gables, triple set chimney stacks and pediment over
front door
Entry- Porch tower
Chimneys- Exterior end chimneys
Interior finishing- Plastered
Cellar- Full, heated basement with tile paving in towers and brick in the main section 
Source- Andrews 1984
8. Second House at Rich Neck Plantation in the City o f Williamsburg
Construction date- 1660s 
Built by- Thomas Ludwell 
Occupation- Secretary o f State 
Status- Abandoned in the 1680s
Size- 35’x30’ with a 18’x 10’ addition off o f the northwest comer
Construction technique- All brick structure; possibly one-and-a-half stories
Roof- Pan tiled
Exterior elaborations- None
Entry- Direct
Chimneys- Central hearth removed and exterior end chimneys added 
Interior finishing- Fireplaces decorated with delft tiles
Cellar- Full, plastered cellar under addition on northwest comer; probably brick-paved 
Source- McFaden 1994
9. Second Manor House at Green Springs in James City County
Construction date- 1670s
Built by- Sir William Berkley
Occupation- Governor o f Virginia
Status- Abandoned by 1781 and tom down around 1806
Size- 97’5”x 24’9” with a 24’6”x 19*6” wing on the northwest comer
Construction technique- All brick, L-shaped structure; two-and-a-half stories
Roof- Tiled
Exterior elaborations- Large forecourt and porch adjoining the second story that possibly 
contained some ornamental brickwork 
Entry- Second floor hall
Chimneys- Central, H-shaped hearth and one exterior end chimney on the east wall and one 
interior chimney in the wing 
Interior finishing- Plastered 
Cellar- Three cellars (one paved)
Source- Caywood 1955
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10. Arlington Plantation in Northhampton County
Construction date- 1670-1676 
Built by- John Custis
Occupation- Justice o f the Peace, Sheriff, Vestryman, and Governor’s Council Member 
Status- Abandoned between 1710-1725 
Size- 54’x 43’6”
Construction technique- All brick, double pile design; three stories
Roof- Unknown
Exterior elaborations- None
Entry- Central hallway
Chimneys- Four exterior end chimneys
Interior finishing- Plastered with heart shaped impression found on plaster fragment 
Cellar- Two brick-lined cellars laid in Flemish bond, plastered and brick-paved 
Source- Bedell and Lucketti 1988
11. Bacon’s House at Curies Neck Plantation in Henrico County
Construction date- 1674 
Built by- Nathaniel Bacon Jr.
Occupation- Governor’s Council Member 
Status- Abandoned and burned around 1680 
Size- Approximately 25’x 20’
Construction technique- All brick one room dwelling that incorporated the hall from Harris’ 
house via a tunnel; possibly one-and-a-half stories 
Roof- Tiled
Exterior elaborations- Ornamental brickwork recovered 
Entry- Direct
Chimneys- One exterior end chimney 
Interior finishing- Plastered
Cellar- Full, tile-paved cellar with possible barrel vault or massive relieving arch 
Source- Mouer in press
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12. Rich Neck Plantation in Warwick County
Construction date- 1670s 
Built by- Miles Cary II
Occupation- Justice o f the Peace, Sheriff, Surveyor General, Militia Commander, Burgess in 
Genera] Assembly, Clerk o f the General Court, Naval Officer, and Trustee and Rector for the 
College o f William and Mary 
Status- Destroyed in 1865
Size- 36’x 20’ with 10’ square porch and stair towers
Construction technique- All brick, cross plan house; possibly one-and-a-half stories with two
story towers
Roof- Unknown
Exterior elaborations- None
Entry- Porch tower
Chimneys- Possible exterior end chimneys 
Interior finishing- Unknown 
Cellar- Full, brick-paved cellar 
Source- Hudgins 1976
13. Francis Page House in the City o f Williamsburg
Construction date- 1670s 
Built by- Francis Page
Occupation- Clerk o f the House o f Burgesses 
Status- Tom down after 1699 
Size- 43’x 19*4”
Construction technique- All brick; possibly one-and-a-half stories 
Roof- Tiled
Exterior elaborations- None 
Entry- Direct
Chimneys- Interior end chimneys 
Interior finishing- Unknown 
Cellar- Full, partially paved-fiill heated cellar 
Source- Knight 1942
14. Homsby Property in the City o f Williamsburg
Construction date- 1650-1675 
Built by- Unknown 
Occupation- Unknown
Status- Possibly abandoned between 1690-1710
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Size- Approximately 41’x I T
Construction technique- Brick foundation limited to the gable ends with wooden posts
forming the front and back walls
Roof- Unknown
Exterior elaborations- None
Entry- Direct
Chimneys- Interior end chimneys 
Interior finishing- None 
Cellar- None
Source- Information on file at Colonial Williamsburg’s Department o f Archaeological 
Research
15. Jones/Nicolson House in the City o f Williamsburg
Construction date- 1680s
Built by- Unknown
Occupation- Unknown
Status- Destroyed by fire around 1740
Size-36’ 8”x 23’ 3”
Construction technique- Frame structure that rested on brick piers; possibly a one-and-a-half 
stories
Roof- Unknown 
Exterior elaborations- None 
Entry- Possible central hallway 
Chimneys- Exterior end chimneys 
Interior finishing- None 
Cellar- Full, brick-lined cellar
Source- Information on file at Colonial Williamsburg’s Department o f Archaeological 
Research
16. Adam Thoroughgood House in Virginia Beach 
Construction date- 1680-1720
Built by- Unknown, possibly a descendant o f Adam Thoroughgood 
Occupation- Unknown 
Status- Standing 
Size- 45’ 4”x 20’ 6”
Construction technique- All brick, principally laid in English bond with west wall laid in
Flemish bond; one-and-a-half stories
Roof- Unknown
Exterior elaborations- None
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Entry- Unknown
Chimneys- Exterior and interior end chimneys 
Interior finishing- Unknown 
Cellar- None
Source- Lane 1987 and Waterman and Barrows 1932
17. Fairfield in Gloucester County
Construction date- 1692 
Built by- Lewis Burwell II 
Occupation- Governor’s Council Member 
Status- Destroyed by fire in 1896
Size- 80’ 6”x 19’ 8” with a 26’ 4”x 21’ 2” wing on the northwest comer 
Construction technique-All brick, L-shaped design; two-and-a-half stories 
Roof- Unknown
Exterior elaborations-Possible iron brace that featured the initials o f Lewis and Abigail 
Burwell and the date 1692; four tiles surrounded by molded bricks located on chimney in the 
wing that was supposedly dated 1694.
Entry- Unknown
Chimneys- Interior end chimney with triple set stacks on the wing, and one central chimney in
main part o f house
Interior finishing- Unknown
Cellar- Possible full basement
Source- National Register o f Historic Places n.d.
18. Criss Cross in New Kent County
Construction date- 1690-1710
Built by- Unknown, possibly George Poindexter
Occupation- Unknown
Status- Standing
Size- 41 ’ l ”x 21’ with a 14’ square porch tower
Construction technique- All brick with north and south walls laid in Flemish bond; one-and-
a-half stories with a two story tower
Roof- Unknown
Exterior elaborations- None
Entry- Porch tower
Chimneys- Exterior end chimneys
Interior finishing- Heart-shaped shield with enclosing scrolls carved in relief on a wooden
post in the hall
Cellar- Full cellar under hall
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Source- Lane 1987
19. Foster’s Castle in New Kent County
Construction date- 1690-1710
Built by- Unknown, possibly Colonel Joseph Foster
Occupation- Unknown
Status- Standing
Size- 59’ 6”x 23’ with a 14’x l5 ’ porch tower
Construction technique- All brick with south wall laid in Flemish bond; one-and-a-half stories
with a two story tower
Roof- Unknown
Exterior elaborations- None
Entry- Porch tower
Chimneys- Interior end chimneys
Interior finishing- Unknown
Cellar- Full cellar under east room
Source- Lane 1987
20. 2-2G House in the City o f Williamsburg
Construction date- Pre-1699
Built by- Unknown
Occupation- Unknown
Status- Probably tom down after 1720
Size- 22’ 6” x32’ 6” with 12’ 6” square porch tower
Construction technique- All brick structure; possibly one-and-a-half stories
Roof- Unknown
Exterior elaborations- None
Entry- Porch tower
Chimneys- Exterior end chimneys
Interior finishing- Unknown
Cellar- Full, brick-paved cellar with sump under porch tower 
Source- Duke 1941
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21. Thomas Pate House in Yorktown
Construction date- 1699-1703 
Built by- Thomas Pate 
Occupation- York River ferryman 
Status- Standing
Size- 40’x 21’ with a 24’ x l6 ’ 6” rear addition
Construction technique- All brick, laid in Flemish bond with glazed headers; one-and-a-half 
stories
Roof- Unknown, possibly slate 
Exterior elaborations- None 
Entry- Unknown 
Chimneys- Exterior end chimneys 
Interior finishing- Unknown 
Cellar- Full heated cellar 
Source- Pickett and Muraca 1996
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APPENDIX TWO
LIST OF UNSTUDIED BRICK DWELLINGS
1. The Adam Thoroughgood House in Virginia Beach
Thoroughgood’s 1640 will stated that he had a brick house. The house that currently 
stands on the property dates between 1680 and 1720 (Waterman and Barrows 1932).
2. The Rolph/Warren House in Surry County
The standing structure was built in the eighteenth century, but a brick house o f similar 
size was constructed on the property before 1652 (Brown 1996).
3. The Thomas Stegge House off Goodes Creek near Richmond
Ca. 1650s stone house that appears on a surveyors map. It was most likely destroyed 
by a twentieth-century quarry (Brown 1996).
4. The William Byrd House off Goodes Creek near Richmond
Ca. 1679 stone house that was depicted on a surveyor’s map as a two story house with 
central chimneys and a gable end door. It was most likely destroyed by a twentieth-century 
quarry (Brown 1996).
5. The Thomas Swan house in Surry County
This large seventeenth-century brick foundation was discovered on National Park 
Service property (Brown 1996).
6. The James Bray House in the City of Williamsburg
Several brick foundations were discovered around Bassett Hall in Colonial 
Williamsburg’s Historic area. This land was owned by James Bray who built a house on the 
property between 1671 and 1677 (Kelso 1984; Muraca 1994).
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7. The Wilson Creek Site in Gloucester County
This brick foundation was discovered along with a variety o f mid-seventeenth-century 
artifacts on land owned by Margaret Perritt. Partial excavations and probing by the author, 
David Brown, Thane Harpol, and Kelly Ladd revealed the presence o f a brick foundation 
measuring approximately 36’8”x l9 \  Excavations also uncovered a plastered cellar that was 
filled after 1720 (Report forthcoming).
8. House behind the W ythe House in the City of Williamsburg
A seventeenth-century brick foundation was discovered by utility crews in the early 
1980s (Muraca 1994).
9. The Matthew Page House in Gloucester County
Brick foundations were partially excavated near the ruins o f the Rosewell mansion. 
Matthew and Mary Mann Page built a house in this location shortly after 1694 (Lucketti and 
Wood 1994).
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